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Easy diagnostics

The new Carman Scan Tools build on 25 years of Carman Scan heritage
that has continually evolved to keep up to date with the latest technology.

C

losely working with the exclusive
importer Interequip (Carman
Australia), Carman software
development is advancing at high speed,
tailoring to Australian repair market demands
by reverse engineering to make innovative
and unique software which provides every
Carman owner with the fastest turnaround
time that will maximise workshop
productivity and increased profit margins.
An example is the ECU (Engine Control
Unit) of Holden/ Opel Astra G. Carman is the
first Diagnostic Scan Tool in the world that
can read and recover the Original PIN code
stored within the original faulty ECU.
Now the repairer can simply read and
record the Original PIN code that is required
during the re-coding of the immobiliser,
after the ECU has been replaced. Also this
feature is indispensable when new keys
may require programming.
Carman also has functions needed to
carry out the “Variant” coding and C.A.N
coding after ECU installation along with full
immobiliser capabilities, including resetting
the PIN code of the immobiliser and engine
computer back to a virgin state.
If you already have a couple of scanners,
before spending on updating the software
of your existing scan tools, why not trade-in
for a brand new tool with three-year free
update and 12 months warranty?
Another option is the new Carman i100,
which is so affordable – only $2990 + GST
with three-year free updates.
Investing in another Carman scan tool is
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not only making diagnosis easier and more
profitable, but also benefiting the ongoing
unique software development.
AUTO-i100
Carman’s newly developed i100 makes
diagnostic so affordable. With its 7.5” touch
screen display, Windows O/S, Bluetooth
and wireless connection, this model comes
with the same software as i300 or i700 for
12V and 24V makes. Optional 10” and 12”
tough book tablet is available. The entry
model Auto-i100 comes with three-year
free update.
AUTO-i300 and i700
PC-Based Auto-i300 comes with threeyear free update for 12V and 24V makes.
Optional tough book tablet 8”, 10” or 12”
is available.
The i700 is truly the very best Asian
tester on the market that also covers a
wide range of European, American and
Australian vehicles, and with 24V vans and
truck applications. The top of the range
i700 handheld scanner comes with threeyear free update.
THE PACKAGE
The Carman scan tool series includes the
Basic kit (OBDII kit). The Australia pack

contains the plastic blow moulded carry
case, power supply cables and battery
charges, OBDII connector plus a vast range
of plugs and cables to suit older Asian and
Australian vehicles.
If you already have an older Carman scan
tool or Gscan you can use your old case
and connectors and just purchase either
the i700, i100 or the i300 in an OBDII kit.
Interequip also supplies Autel scan tools
and has a discounted package of Autel
MS906 scan tool (one-year free update)
with Carman i700 basic kit (three-year
free update) for only $5850 + GST or Autel
MS906 plus Carman i100 basic kit for only
$4,500 + GST.
Autel MS906

For more information, please contact
Interequip Pty Ltd (Carman Australia) on
18000 EQUIP (1800 037 847) or send an
enquiry at sales@carmanit.com.au

